DOMINO V10 Key Features and Benefits
Domino has helped business-savvy leaders achieve critical outcomes for
years — it has always been a leader in application development, business
transformation, and automation.
Version 10 is here to make Domino a dramatically more
productive and modern platform, unleashing even more
business value. This new version cements Domino as the
foundation smart organizations need in their digitaltransformation journey. Domino V10 will turbo-charge your
existing investments, and make it easy to keep on reaping
the benefits with new skills and capabilities. Here are few
of the key features and benefits you can expect:

Feature

IBM Domino App Dev Pack

IBM Domino Mobile Apps

Open, and easy to integrate

Domino CentOS & Docker

Benefit

Business Value

Domino developers can request early access to the world
of JavaScript and Node.js through the IBM Domino App
Dev Pack. As an add-on to Domino V10, both JavaScript
and Domino developers will be able to to enhance,
integrate, and easily build new applications using Domino
data.

The value of Domino has been extended dramatically with
newer, more flexible and modern technologies, which
opens the platform up to a broader set of talent and
teams to make your IT solutions future-proof.

Domino developers can request early access to IBM
Domino Mobile Apps, making their trusted, proven Domino
apps accessible from an Apple iPad. Domino also
replicates data between the server and local version of your
applications, so your team can be productive even without
network connectivity.
Domino V10 brings dramatically easier integration with your
most used applications, services, and environments.
Now call any REST API that you want from your Domino
application — bring in Google maps, pull in a Watson API, or
even use customer data from Salesforce. Domino is more
open than ever before.
Domino V10 now supports CentOS, which can be used to
create Docker Domino containers that are 100%
compatible with Red Hat Linux.
Users will now enjoy continuous deployment and testing,
environmental standardization, version control, and the
strong default isolation capabilities.
Domino can automatically evaluate if a node requires
repair and corrects the inconsistencies in so that
eventually all nodes have the same and most up-to-date
data.

Cluster Auto-Repair

IBM Domino Applications on
Cloud

Faster & Leaner Notes Client

Your applications are available 24/7, from anywhere.
More people use mobile applications when they need
them. You increase employee engagement, raising
productivity and delighting customers.
The future of your business success rests on the IT
architecture you define today.
Domino V10 has dramatically easier integration with a
whole world of applications, services, and environments.

You can deploy your Domino solution on-premises,
hybrid, and public — wherever it makes sense for your
business.

Spend less time managing your Domino environment, and
more time on higher-value tasks that support the
business.

Domino has security is built into the core. Now, with V10, it
has more stability and availability than ever.
Move your Domino workflow and applications to the IBM
Cloud. With IBM Domino Applications on Cloud, you gain
access not only to a full stack of IBM Cloud security
services, but also to an IBM security team supporting more
than 12,000 customers in 133 countries.

Lower your total cost of ownership by 20-60%.

Domino users will have a faster startup time (less than four
seconds) and with optional feature installations each user can
optimize their experience and client workload to suit their
needs.

Transform everyday email into an operational center that
helps you work more productively and achieve better
business results.
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